Analysis how to use Internet influence to the process of political communication, marketing and the management of public relations, what kind of online communication methods are used by political parties, and to assess satisfaction, means of communication and the services they provide to their party's voters (people) and other interest groups and whether social networks can affect the political and economic changes in the state, and the political power of one party.
Introduction
The analysis will be done in a way that will create a list of largest political parties in the Republic of Macedonia, their communications infrastructure through ICT (website), content and the manner in which they placed their information and receive feedback from voters.
Internet, social networking, Web 2.0, Facebook, YouTube, blog ... All these are relatively new word in the political vocabulary, new concepts, new media and new opportunities for the transmission of ideas and messages are not enough channels used to communicate with the public. Although the practice of using the Internet in local political advertising goes back to the nineties, only in recent years the advent of new tools and social networks demonstrates true strength of this medium.
Besides direct access to the public, political ideas, it provides full force confrontation, but also provides a relatively convenient ground for review of public attitudes, research and development of certain ideas. Using such a change in social communication, transmission of political messages through the transition from traditional forms of communication and finding new paths to the recipients.
Professional and political public for years following the development of the Internet as a medium, but he showed the greatest strength in the last U.S. presidential election.
Political power depends on the satisfaction of the people towards a particular party and party connections with other parties or organizations. Well-developed social network provides further prestige and power of the party and its direct channel of communication with voters and other influential interests groups.
Internet and countries in transition, development and application
What are the position and the impact of the less developed countries and countries in transition on the development and application of the Internet?
Countries in transition depend on how they can establish cooperation with the developed centers to remain or not to remain marginal areas. The problem is the fact that less developed countries, specifically countries in transition differently perceive, and thus they apply Internet technologies and new ways of communicating.
In The information-communication sphere Internet is an incarnation of globalization.
As globalization breaks down communication sovereignty of the state, to a small state and regions in transition, especially the states founded by the collapse of previous socialist countries creates an additional problem -the problem of relationship between global and national identity and the deterioration of their difficult and recently acquired sovereignty.
However, rare are governments in less developed countries that without any resistance would agree to such changes, but also to those in the communication process. Internet and network connection, in an ideal sense, it creates an open communication space and the possibility of an open and democratic pluralism. Openness rather than closure, decentralization instead of centralization, the availability of information rather than secrecy, multilateral (manyside) rather than the unidirectional transfer of information and cooperation instead of antagonism are the key ideas promoted by Internet.
Can local and national governments (especially small and countries in transition) respond to these challenges, where there is still a relationship of distrust and tension between the government and the media, and instead of publics in function there is the secrecy of work, which justice is often the security, political and security reasons. The relationship of mistrust is even more to the Internet as a free zone "with no guards at the gates" ("gatekeeper-free").
Which are, therefore, the basic conditions involving "small" states into "high" global information and communication flows? As we have already said, there are three basic tasks that national governments must meet if they want to follow the global (ICT) trends:
Transformation of Consciousness (government institutions must be in accordance with the principles of openness and cooperation, typical Internet), (faster) adoption of technology, and Adaptation of the system (closed to open). There are four main reasons for social networks playing more prominent parts in political advertising strategies:
Social networking importance on politics
1. Large reach: Recently, the top three social networking sites, such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube, had roughly 800 000 unique visitors combined in the Macedonia alone. This accounted for roughly one-thirds of the total Macedonia population online and nearly half of the total Macedonian population. Additionally, internet users worldwide are spending increasing amounts of time on activities with social connections. By incorporating social networks in their political advertising strategies, Macedonian political parties can reach out to a large user base spread across the country with relative ease.
Cost efficiency:
Political Advertising on social networks is relatively cheap compared to other traditional media: it usually has a similar or expanded reach at much lower costs. In addition, it is possible for political parties to generate free publicity through creative political advertising techniques. There have been a number of successful political marketing campaigns on YouTube and Facebook in recent years.
Targeted advertising:
Political Advertisers have access to a great deal of information about users and their interests, allowing them to customize and target their ads to a degree not yet seen in any other advertising medium.
Time spent online:
People are spending increasing amounts of time online, especially on social networking websites, at the expense of traditional advertising media such as television and newspapers. This can be viewed as a result of many of the traditional functions -news, television shows -of the old advertising media being shifted online to social networks such as Facebook and YouTube. As a result, political party advertisers are increasingly looking for ways to reach out to voters who are spending more and more time online.
However, despite numerous efforts of political parties to reach out to voters, they are becoming increasingly disenchanted by the lack of results.
Political Parties in Republic of Macedonia 5.1. Overview of the political system
Macedonia is a Republic having multi-party parliamentary democracy and a political system with strict division into legislative, executive and judicial branches. From 1945 Macedonia had been a sovereign Republic within Federal Yugoslavia and on September 8, 1991 , following the referendum of its citizens, Macedonia was proclaimed a sovereign and independent state. The Constitution of the Republic of Macedonia was adopted on November 17, 1991, by the first multiparty parliament. The basic intention was to constitute Macedonia as a s overeign and independent, civil and democratic state and also to create an institutional framework for the development of parliamentary democracy, guaranteeing human rights, civil liberties and national equality.
The Assembly is the central and most important institution of state authority. According to the Constitution it is a representative body of the citizens and the legislative power of the Republic is vested in it. The Assembly is composed of 120 seats.
The President of the Republic of Macedonia represents the Republic, and is Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces of Macedonia. He is elected in general and direct elections, for a term of five years, and two terms at most.
Executive power of the Republic of Macedonia is bicephalous and is divided between the Government and the President of the Republic. The Government is elected by the Assembly of the Republic of Macedonia by a majority vote of the total number of Representatives, and is accountable for its work to the Assembly. The organization and work of the Government is defined by a law on the Government.
In accordance with its constitutional competencies, executive power is vested in the Government of the Republic of Macedonia. It is the highest institution of the state administration and has, among others, the following responsibilities: it p roposes laws, the budget of the Republic and other regulations passed by the Assembly, it determines the policies of execution of laws and other regulations of the Assembly and is responsible for their execution, decides on the recognition of states and governments, establishes diplomatic and consular relations with other states, proposes the Public Prosecutor, proposes the appointment of ambassadors and representatives of the Republic of Macedonia abroad and appoints chiefs of consular offices, and also performs other duties stipulated by the Constitution and law.
In Macedonia there are more political parties participating in the electoral process at national and local level. 
Current Structure

Analysis: Political Parties on Social networks in Macedonia
The data on these parties' Web 2.0 presence was gathered through three types of sources. The first source was the official party web sites (Screenshots of political partiesAppendix), whose front pages were scanned for links to external Web 2.0 pages, as well as Web 2.0 elements built or embedded within the web site itself. This gives a good indication of what was officially approved by the party in question, in the sense of representing the party organization, as well as having a sufficient quality.
Most of the other parties were more cautious and advertised a s ingle element, either Facebook or blogs, although other data indicate they were present elsewhere as well. There are examples that demonstrated the power of online video in impacting constituent opinion and election results. In conducting the above analysis, the study determined that the content on YouTube that generates the highest number of page views includes both negative campaign content and informative video clips. As a co nsequence, YouTube has provided important opportunities for independent actors to play a role in the context of a political campaign.
YouTube, an Internet website that hosts a v ast array of video content, was developed for users to upload video, share clips with their friends, and provide a f orum for social networking around video content. When the political world took note of this new medium, they believed that it would provide candidates and constituents with the opportunity to post web video on and about the candidate. To date, the content posted on the site, by both the campaign and voters, ranges from news clips, speeches, interviews, comedy, satire, and negative campaign content. During the elections, we first see user and campaign generated content in a p olitical campaign, the results of which led to the uploading of a l arge and wide range of video, including features both praising and insulting candidates. For example, at the beginning 2008 election, the top three Democratic presidential candidates (John Edwards, Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama) all announced their presidency via online video posted on YouTube.
YouTube and online video represent another way for constituents to collect information about a candidate. Therefore, candidates, no matter what party they are affiliated with, have decided that they can benefit by engaging with the voter through this medium. YouTube marked a turning point in politics on the Internet. Not only is YouTube providing an arena for video content in a way not previously available but information is being uploaded immediately and disseminated to the public faster than ever before. Furthermore, the Internet, particularly YouTube, is offering constituents and campaigns the opportunity to release information that is transparent, effortless in its distribution, and allows for voter participation, unlike TV which has an element of control that online video lacks.
Video sharing sites will become an increasingly important medium for reaching voters as a greater proportion of the electorate logs on. YouTube will influence elections by extending the reach of campaign materials; enabling candidates with little funding to get "face time;" reaching young people through entertaining, visual means; democratizing political information while diminishing candidate's ability to control their message; increasing attention to negative advertising; and putting scandals on the agenda and/or extending their shelf life. YouTube enables candidates, political parties, and interest groups to reach an extended segment of the population with minimal cost. This will likely increase the number of candidates in races, especially the presidential election, where early exposure and momentum are crucial. YouTube allows more candidates to follow in the footsteps of "Howard Dean" and use the Internet to gather "underground" momentum. While it is unlikely that little-known presidential candidates will have a large audience on YouTube, those with some name recognition will benefit from having their ads accessible to the general public without expensive media buys. YouTube is well on its way to become an established part of the parties' communication strategies.
Limitations
Limitation was the impossibility of accessing official YouTube video channels of political parties from their front pages because they did not have direct link to their video channels on YouTube, exception is a s mall number of political parties. Because of these limitations finding of official YouTube video channels of political parties is done with unusual keywords.
Methodology
As a result of the above mentioned limitations the research is done in order to find official YouTube video channels of political parties not with the original name nor their abbreviation but with different key words, as for example for Democratic Union for Integration (eng. DUI, alb. BDI) the official YouTube channel of this political party was found with key word bdi2009.
The analysis is based on some attribute of YouTube's as: Date of joining, Number of subscribers, Number of Videos in the channel, Views of the channel, Total number of Video views, number of comments and links with other YouTube accounts.
Results
The obtained results shows that from the thirteen political parties analyzed, nine (69%) have official video channels on YouTube while four (31%) have not video channels.
The table below also presented official channel links of political parties which has YouTube video channel. 
Conclusion
With the introduction of user generated video content to the web, but more importantly into the political sphere, and the development of YouTube in 2005, the face of Internet politics has become less about what is being said and increasingly focused on how it is being said. It provided a space in which anyone was able to contribute to a political discussion despite the voter's location, political affiliation, opinions and/or thoughts.
YouTube, like the blogs, provided a space for voters and campaign members to upload video clips, regardless of the length, to the site, as a housing location for web videos and a place for all constituents to view the posted content. This is the first time, in the history of political campaigns, that we saw online video influence a campaign, both during the campaigning process and within the election results. Most importantly, online video and YouTube opens up the democratic process as it provides a forum and means for two way communication, not solely the traditional form of one way communication. Furthermore, right now, the candidate that can uses online political tools, specifically video content, to mobilize their users by getting them to act offline, will be deemed most successful as constituents still value traditional forms of campaigning.
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